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Earthquake Response Executive Summary

JUNE 2020 OVERVIEW
There’s been a lot of talk in the news and on social media lately about the frontline heroes of the global public health
crisis: caregivers, from nursing homes to emergency rooms to class rooms (or Zoom rooms). In transportation, we
have plenty of heroes as well. This month, we are celebrating the full opening of our summer construction season
by acknowledging some of the folks who dedicate themselves to keeping Alaskans moving, while never asking for
recognition. These are the teams and individuals who show up every day, who put in long hours in sometimes harsh
conditions to make sure the rest of us can still get to work, the grocery store, school, or the hospital on time. People
say it’s the mask that really defines the hero, but sometimes it’s a hard hat and a safety vest.

Expenditures

$15,753,486
(18%)

Estimate

$0.0M

$4.5M

Funded
$70,732,986
(82%)

$6.7M

ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENDITURES VS BUDGET

FUTURE OBLIGATION STATUS REPORT (FOSR)

This graphic portrays the administrative costs for FHWA
and FEMA Category Z expenses. Dollars actually spent
by DOT&PF to date are shown in contrast to costs that
are budgeted. Expenditures are typically reported two
months after the work is performed.

FOSR is an estimate of anticipated funding requests
for design, utility agreements, right-of-way, and
construction for highway projects. Estimates are
updated monthly to reflect project scope and
schedule changes.
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PROJECT HIGHLIGHT

EMPLOYEE HIGHLIGHT

Glenn Highway at Mirror Lake

Nina Horne and Erik Hilsinger from DOT&PF

Nina Horne, DOT&PF Environmental Team Leader, joined
the Central Region in 2019 and is one of four team leaders
working in Preliminary Design and Environmental. Nina
jumped right into ongoing work related to the November
2018 earthquake, coordinating the environmental
documentation and regulatory compliance efforts for these
crucial projects.

Erik Hilsinger, Cultural Resources Specialist with DOT&PF,
has been with the Central Region team since 2015. Erik has
been involved in nearly all the region’s earthquake response
projects. His tireless work behind the scenes has helped
ensure that projects move forward and Alaskans keep
moving.
The Glenn Highway Mirror Lake offramp
slide was one of the more significant
events triggered by the November 2018
earthquake; it had the potential to cause
lengthy interruptions for Glenn Highway
commuters. The slope failure occurred
along the southbound lane of the Glenn
Highway Mirror Lake offramp with
tension cracks extending to the median.
Jumping into action immediately,
crews mobilized to the site and
began emergency repairs at 6 AM on
December 1. Work was completed
on time for morning commuters on
Tuesday, December 4.
Based on geotechnical investigations and
site monitoring, the primary mechanism
of the slope failure was liquefaction
of the soils under the highway fill
embankment. The recommended repair
alternative is to construct vertical
aggregate columns in the embankment
to strengthen the soil to pre-earthquake
levels. Permanent repair designs are
currently underway and are advancing
quickly, with construction anticipated
during the 2021 season.
Given the high traffic volume on the
Glenn Highway corridor, a significant
focus of the permanent repair project
includes traffic control planning to
mitigate delay and to ensure the safety
of motorists. We anticipate a seamless
transition to a fully functional corridor.

TEAM HIGHLIGHT | DOT&PF Environmental
The Environmental Impact Analysts and Cultural Resources Specialists
in the DOT&PF Central Region Preliminary Design and Environmental
section play a critical role, working with nearly every section in the
region during the design and delivery of transportation projects. They
help project teams navigate the NEPA and permitting processes, support
public outreach efforts, and conduct agency and tribal consultation.
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*Note: The 112 sites that were
removed from the EQ program due
to pre-earthquake damage or other
reasons are not shown on this map.
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